
TENI® Clip
Thermory Decking



What is TENI® Clip

EASY installation. 
NO VISIBLE screws. 
EASY to REPLACE. 

The THERMORY TENI® Clip is the No.1 choice for decking installation as it creates  
a beautiful screwless decking surface with a 6mm gap. Single boards are also  

effortlessly easy to replace - with TENI® there is no need to  
remove neighboring boards.  

The TENI® Clip itself is constructed from a U.V. and weatherproof material (Polyoxy-
methylene) optimized for outdoor conditions. The A2-type screw is compatible with 

aluminium under-construction beams, softwood and hardwood decking boards. 
Pre-drilling is required for aluminium under-construction beams. 

Main advantages and properties of  TENI® Clip:

•	 Quick installation without specialized tools.
•	 Will not store moisture when used with TENI® Clip compatible decking boards.
•	 The 8mm clip height helps prevent wood to wood contact, ensuring proper  

ventilation.
•	 The clips avoid chain reaction by allowing each board to move independently.
•	 Boards are suspended by the clips, allowing for the slight swelling or shrinking 

that occurs naturally.

Suitable with Thermory®  Decking profiles: D31, D32, D33, D34, D38, D41
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Suitable profiles

THERMORY ASH:

THERMORY PINE:

Thermory Pine D34 26x140mm 

Thermory Ash D41 20x112mm
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Insert the prying rod between the 
boards and lift the board to remove it

To replace a single board you will 
need only a simple prying rod

Click the replacement board directly 
into the space left behind.

Use ONE triangle shaped corner 
for decking widths ˂ 120mm
Use TWO triangle shaped corners 
for decking widths ˃ 120mm 

Insert the TENI® Clip into the groove 

Remove the triangle-shaped corner of the clip: use it to lay the first and 
the last board of the decking. 
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Lay the next row of boards  

Insert the screw into the clip,  
with a max angle of 65°.  
Fix the screw, taking care to leave a 6mm 
gap between the boards.

To fix the final row of the decking boards, remove the triangle-shaped  
corner of the clip and use it under the board to support the edges. 

Use ONE triangle shaped corner 
for decking widths ˂ 120mm
Use TWO triangle shaped corners 
for decking widths ˃ 120mm 

Boards that do not have end-matching must have an  
under-construction beam on either side of the  
board-to-board joint, to ensure water drains away 
from the decking.  The distance between the two 
under-construction beams should be 100-150mm.
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•	 100 pieces per box
•	 182 boxes (18 200 pieces) per pallet
•	 includes 3.0 x 45mm A2 screws

Easy installation

Single decking boards are easy to replace

TENI® Clip package
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Thermally modified solid wood 

DECKING  CLADDING  FLOORING


